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bureaucracies and after butting heads 

with management on a few occasions 

found himself out of a job and wondering 

what to do next. 

“He had a difficult decision to make 

at 57,” said Richard Monsen, a son of 

Roger and current company President 

who started at ME full-time in 1977 after 

graduating from Utah State University. “He 

had to ask himself, ‘Do I retire, or go all-in 

and put all my retirement and investments 

into a new business?’ Fortunately he 

started the business. He went for it.”

Richard said his father immediately 

contacted manufacturers he had worked 

with for years including Blu-Ray, which 

made blueprint machines, and K&E 

(Keuffel and Esser), which made drafting 

instruments and supplies, and secured 

those dealership lines. He also set about 

raising $100,000, part of which he got from 

younger brother Kent Monsen in exchange 

for partnership in the firm. Finally, he lured 

away four key people he had worked with 

at Pembroke’s – Jack Nelson, Ron Andrews, 

Joe Bertram, and Grace Jones – and hired 

Kent’s son and his nephew, Paul, who had 

just graduated in business management 

from the University of Utah.  

Even Roger’s wife, Nan, pitched in 

during those early years, Paul recalled, 

coming in at the end of each month and 

spending hours typing in hundreds of 

transactions.

“It would take us two days to do all 

the billing and add up all charges – it was 

archaic,” he said. “She was a trooper. She 

worked for several years doing that until 

we got a computer.” 

 As Monsen Engineering celebrates 

its 40th anniversary, second- and third-

generation family members strive to live 

up to Roger Monsen’s legacy in how they 

conduct day-to-day business, and are 

cognizant of the faith he had four decades 

ago in starting the company. 

“It was a rough go for a man at 57, first 

to come up with the finances, and second, 

to find a building,” said Roger (R.P.) Monsen 

Jr., who has been with the company since 

1986, and managed the reprographics 

department for years. “What impressed 

me at the time was the loyalty the people 

at Pembroke’s had to follow him and help 

him get things off the ground. He listened 

to customers, he responded to their needs, 

and many times he took a chance on the 

integrity of individuals and rarely, if ever, 

got burned.” 

“The past 40 years it’s been an 

incredible journey,” said Paul, who serves 

as Vice President of Finance and has 

handled all accounting-related work since 

the beginning. “It’s been a passion for 

our family and to see how the industry 

has changed in regards to drafting and 

surveying has been interesting.”  

Multi-Generational
There are currently three second-

generation and six third-generation 

Monsen family members employed with 

the firm, along with others who have 

worked at the family business over the 

years. 

Richard has three children at ME, 

including James (3D Scanning Sales), 

Emily (Marketing/Sales Support) and Ali 

(Purchasing Agent); Paul has two, Mikel 

(Media and Large Format Sales) and David 

(Accounting); R.P.’s son, Jason, recently 

took over as Reprographics and Scanning 

Manager. 

“It’s rare to have that succession,” said 

Richard. 

“All four of my children have worked 

here in some form or another over the 

years; they care as much about what is 

going on with the company as we do,” said 

Paul.

“We all have the same goal, and the 

same vision,” said Emily.

Richard said that ME’s customer base 

is much the same as it has been from day 

one, even if the items the company sells 

have changed considerably, including 

products from manufacturers like Trimble, 

HP, Canon, Faro, Surphaser, and Contex.

“Roger used to say on occasion ‘take 

care of the customer, run a lean business, 

and the profit will come.’ It’s simplistic, but 

it’s how we run our business,” said Richard. 

The elder Monsen was a tireless worker 

who came into the office well into his 80’s, 

before passing away in 2004 at 87.

Growth/Expansion; Rebounding from 
Recession; Looking Forward

Monsen Engineering’s growth over the 

years has tended to mirror the economy. 

In the late 90’s the firm enjoyed excellent 

growth in Utah and saw opportunities to 

expand into other markets, opening an 

office in Las Vegas in 1999 and acquiring a 

similar firm, Ingenuity, in Reno in 2002. The 

firm has 32 employees: 22 in Salt Lake, and 

5 each in Las Vegas and Reno. 

“We had 10 great years in Las Vegas; 

there were months when that office would 

do as much business as we did in Salt 

Lake, with five people vs. 20,” said Richard. 

“Then we got hit with the recession like 

everybody else.”

Richard said revenues in all offices 

were cut in half starting in 2009, yet slowly 

ME has been building its annual revenues 

back up, and all signs are that positive 

growth will continue in the immediate 

future.

“We had a goal of 15% growth, which 

we’ll struggle to hit, but we are seeing 

some positive things,” said Richard. “Our 

sales are halfway back up and we might get 

back to (2008 levels) at some point, but it’s 

because we’re going broader and deeper, 

not because the market is going crazy.”

Richard, 60, and Paul, 65, are 

coshareholders and will ultimately pass 

the baton to their children, with supreme 

confidence the company will remain 

successful.

“Richard and I will eventually retire 

like Roger did,” said Paul. “It’s been a 

success for 40 years and we expect our 

children to take over, and they’ll make a 

great go of it in the future.” 

“If everything flows the way it should, 

it’ll be one more generation,” added 

Richard. “Business is good, we have a good 

organization. They’re talented, they have 

the energy and drive to be successful.”   n

Founder and family patriarch Roger Monsen’s vision, 
work ethic remain a hallmark at long-time Salt Lake 
A/E/C supply company. 

By Brad Fullmer  

Monsen Engineering Marks 40th Year At the age of 57, when many men find 

themselves occasionally gazing ahead to 

retirement, Roger Monsen rolled the dice and 

started an A/E/C supply company – Salt Lake-

based Monsen Engineering (ME) – in 1974.

Monsen had been a long-time 

salesman for Pembroke Company (27 years) 

in Salt Lake and worked a four-state region, 

mainly in Utah. When corporate giant Boise 

Cascade bought Pembroke’s in ’74, Monsen 

wasn’t keen with various corporate 
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All in the Family (left to right): Paul Monsen, R.P. Monsen, Richard Monsen, Jason Monsen, David Monsen, Emily Monsen, James Monsen, Ali Monsen, Mikel Monsen. 
Each has a significant role within the 40-year-old supply firm. 

Original Monsen Engineering employees 
from 1974 (left to right): Founder Roger Paul 
Monsen, Sr. , Joe Bertrum, Grace Jones, Jack 
Nelson, Ron Andrews, Paul Monsen, Jim Vealie 
and Richard Monsen. (courtesy ME)


